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Abstract
It is shown that from the data of future solar neutrino experiments (SNO and
Super-Kamiokande), in which high-energy 8B neutrinos will be detected, it will
be possible in a model independent way: 1) To reveal the presence of sterile
neutrinos in the flux of solar neutrinos on the earth; 2) To obtain the initial flux
of 8B νe’s; 3) To determine the probability of νe’s to survive as a function of
neutrino energy.
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Solar neutrino experiments are a powerful tool for the investigation of the problem of
neutrino mixing and for the search of new physics beyond the Standard Model. It is well
known that from the analysis of the existing data follow some indications in favor of non-
zero neutrino masses and mixing [1]. This analysis is based, however, on the assumption
that the Standard Solar Model [2] (SSM) correctly predicts the solar neutrino fluxes from
the different reactions of the solar thermonuclear cycles.
In this report we will consider the SNO [3] and Super-Kamiokande [4] (S-K) experi-
ments, scheduled to start in 1995-96. We will show that these experiments will allow to
investigate neutrino mixing in a model independent way and to determine the initial 8B
neutrino flux directly from the data.
In the SNO experiment solar neutrinos will be detected through the observation of the
CC, NC and CC+NC elastic scattering (ES) processes:
νe + d→ e
− + p + p , (1)
ν + d→ ν + p+ n , (2)
ν + e− → ν + e− . (3)
In the S-K experiment solar neutrinos will be detected through the observation of the
process (3), with an event rate that is expected to be about 50 times larger than in the
current Kamiokande experiment. Due to the high energy thresholds, only high energy 8B
neutrinos will be detected in both experiments. The initial flux of 8B νe’s is given by
φ0νe(E) = X(E) Φ , (4)
where X(E) is a known function (determined by the phase space factor of the decay
8B→ 8Be + e+ + νe) and Φ is the total flux.
As it is well known (see, for example, Ref.[5]), a discovery of transitions of active
neutrinos into sterile states would be a discovery of new physics beyond the Standard
Model. We will show first that the SNO and S-K experiments could allow to reveal the
presence of such transitions in a model independent way.
Let us consider the NC process (2). For the average total probability of transitions of
νe into all active neutrinos we have〈 ∑
ℓ=e,µ,τ
Pνe→νℓ
〉
NC
=
NNC
XνdΦ
, (5)
where NNC is the NC event rate and
Xνd ≡
∫
ENC
th
σνd(E)X(E) dE ≃ 4.72× 10
−43 cm2 . (6)
In the general case of transitions of νe’s into active as well as into sterile neutrinos∑
ℓ=e,µ,τ
Pνe→νℓ(E) = 1− Pνe→νs(E) , (7)
1
where Pνe→νs(E) is the total probability of transition of νe’s into all possible sterile states.
It is clear from Eqs.(5) and (7) that from the measurement of NNC it is impossible to reach
any conclusions about νe → νs transitions without an assumption on the value of the total
flux Φ.
Let us take into account, however, that in the future SNO and S-K experiments solar
neutrinos will be detected also through the observation of CC and CC+NC reactions. We
have 〈 ∑
ℓ=e,µ,τ
Pνe→νℓ
〉
ES
=
ΣES
XνµeΦ
. (8)
Here
Xνµe ≡
∫
EES
th
σνµe(E)X(E) ≃ 2.08× 10
−45 cm2 dE (9)
and
ΣES ≡ NES −
∫
EES
th
(
σνee(E)− σνµe(E)
)
φνe(E) dE , (10)
where NES is the ES event rate and φνe(E) is the flux of νe on the earth, which will be
determined in the SNO experiment from the measurement of the electron spectrum in the
CC reaction (1). From Eqs.(5) and (8) we obtain the following lower bounds:
〈Pνe→νs〉ES ≥ 1− R
ES
NC , (11)
〈Pνe→νs〉NC ≥ 1−
(
RESNC
)
−1
, (12)
where
RESNC ≡
ΣESXνd
XνµeN
NC
. (13)
is a measurable quantity (that does not depend on Φ). Thus, if RESNC 6= 1 it will mean
that sterile neutrinos exist and Eq.(11) or Eq.(12) will give a lower bound for the average
νe → νs transition probability. Let us notice that in the case R
ES
NC = 1 no conclusion about
sterile neutrinos can be reached.
Several relations analogous to (11) and (12), which will allow to test in a model in-
dependent way whether there are transitions of solar νe’s into sterile states, were derived
in Ref.[6]. If all of them will not reveal the presence of νe → νs transitions, it will be
natural to assume that
∑
ℓ=e,µ,τ
Pνe→νℓ(E) = 1. In this case the total
8B neutrino flux can be
determined directly from the experimental data. From Eqs.(5) and (8) we obtain
Φ =
NNC
Xνd
and Φ =
ΣES
Xνµe
. (14)
A comparison of the flux Φ obtained from Eq.(14) with the 8B neutrino flux predicted by
the SSM will be an important test of the model.
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The SNO and S-K experiments will allow to determine the νe survival probability
directly from measurable quantities:
Pνe→νe(E) =
φνe(E)
X(E)Φ
,
〈Pνe→νe〉ES =
1
Xνee −Xνµe
[
NES
Φ
−Xνµe
]
.
(15)
Here φνe(E) is the flux of solar νe’s on the earth that will be measured by SNO and the
total flux Φ is given by Eq.(14).
In conclusion, we have shown that future solar neutrino experiments will allow to obtain
model independent informations about neutrino mixing and the initial solar νe flux. These
experiments have a good potential for revealing new physics beyond the Standard Model.
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